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Abstract
Objectives To examine whether respondents to a survey
of health and physical activity and potential determinants
could be grouped according to the questions they missed,
known as ‘item missing’.
Design Observational study of longitudinal data.
Setting Residents of Brisbane, Australia.
Participants 6901 people aged 40–65 years in 2007.
Materials and methods We used a latent class model
with a mixture of multinomial distributions and chose
the number of classes using the Bayesian information
criterion. We used logistic regression to examine if
participants’ characteristics were associated with their
modal latent class. We used logistic regression to examine
whether the amount of item missing in a survey predicted
wave missing in the following survey.
Results Four per cent of participants missed almost
one-fifth of the questions, and this group missed more
questions in the middle of the survey. Eighty-three per cent
of participants completed almost every question, but had a
relatively high missing probability for a question on sleep
time, a question which had an inconsistent presentation
compared with the rest of the survey. Participants who
completed almost every question were generally younger
and more educated. Participants who completed more
questions were less likely to miss the next longitudinal
wave.
Conclusions Examining patterns in item missing data has
improved our understanding of how missing data were
generated and has informed future survey design to help
reduce missing data.

Introduction
Missing data is an almost ubiquitous problem
for surveys, and participants may fail to
complete whole surveys or partially complete
surveys. Ignoring missing data by using a
complete case analysis can create potentially serious biases when the ratio of missing
to complete data is large, or when participants with missing data are very different
from participants with complete data.1 For
example, participants with complete data
may be healthier, which would be a particular
problem if we were interested in measuring
general health.

Strengths and limitations of this study
►► A better understanding of item missing data could

help improve survey design and help determine if
the data are missing at random.
►► Identifying patterns in missing data is just part of
the process and researchers need to use additional
methods to impute or weight data to account for the
potential biases of missing data.
►► We show results for two different groups sizes (3
and 14) and choosing the optimal group size may be
based on a combination of goodness of fit statistics
and the researchers’ preferences.

Longitudinal studies often have both wave
missing data, where a participant failed to
complete an entire wave, and item missing
data, where a participant partially completed
a wave.2 In this paper, our focus is on item
missing data in returned mail surveys. Wave
missing usually creates more serious biases
than item missing as more information is lost,
however, item missing data can compound
the biases of wave missing data.
An understanding of the potential causes
of item missing data may inform procedures
to impute missing data, and may help to
improve future data collections by changing
the way questions are worded, displayed or
ordered.3 4 A better understanding of the
patterns of missing data may also help determine if the data are missing at random.5 To
identify the missing data mechanism, we
need to use as much information as possible
to determine why the questions were not
completed.6
In this analysis, we identify patterns of
item missing data in survey responses using a
case study of a survey of physical activity and
potential predictors of activity such as neighbourhood perceptions, attitudes, health
and sociodemographics. We used latent
class analysis to identify groups of participants who tended to miss similar questions.
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For example, to find a group of participants who rarely
completed potentially sensitive questions such as income.
There is a large literature on wave missing data and
item missing data, but most papers have been concerned
with imputing missing data in order to overcome the
potential biases caused by missing data.7 Examining
the pattern of missing data using tables and plots of
both wave missing and item missing (yes/no) has been
recommended by Rubin and Little8 as this can inform
the method of imputation and highlight problems
such as variable combinations that were never jointly
observed. This can be achieved using the ‘mi’ package
in R which plots the overall pattern of missing data with
the option of ordering participants by their proportion
missing.9 Pattern-mixture models have been used to
model common patterns of missing as a between-subject factor for longitudinal analysis.10 In this paper, we
model patterns of item missing data in order to identify problem questions or groups of questions, and to
examine whether there are groups of participants who
miss similar questions.

The HABITAT study including the procedure for
participants providing informed consent was approved by
the human research ethics committee of the Queensland
University of Technology.
Statistical methods
Our overall aim was to find similar patterns of item
missing data using latent groups. This could also be called
unsupervised classification or clustering.12
We used a mixture of multivariate multinomial distributions to create latent groups with similar patterns of item
missing using Rmixmod.13 The multinomial distributions
modelled the average probability of missing across the
286 questions from the 2011 survey. Each participant was
allocated the latent group that best matched their pattern
of item missing. We allowed unequal group sizes, so, for
example, two latent groups might have 90% of participants in one group and 10% in the other. The probability density function is a weighted sum of multinomial
distributions:

g(xi ) =
Materials and methods
Data
We used data from the longitudinal HABITAT (How Areas
in Brisbane Influence healTh And acTivity) study.11 This
is a population-based study of people aged 40–65 years in
2007 living in Brisbane, Australia. The aims of the study are
to understand the factors enabling and limiting physical
activity in mid-age. Most questions in the self-completed
mail surveys were either answered by ticking a box on a
Likert scale or writing a number in a box with just a few
free text (open-ended) responses. Some questions could
be legitimately missing, for example, hours of work only
needed to be completed if the respondent was currently
working. We excluded these conditional questions from
this analysis as they could be legitimately missing.
The study began in 2007 and had follow-up waves in
2009 and 2011. The response rates per wave for all participants sent a questionnaire were 68% in 2007 (n=11 035
returned questionnaires), 72% in 2009 (n=7867) and
67% in 2011 (n=6901).
Data were collected using detailed mail surveys of 250
or more questions. The survey questions were grouped
in sections such as physical activity participation, neighbourhood characteristics (eg, traffic), general health
and lifestyle, and demographics (eg, employment).
The full surveys are available online at Institute for
Health and Ageing’s website (https://iha.acu.edu.au/
research/research-projects/habitat-project). A number
of strategies were used to encourage a high response rate,
including advanced notice, personalised cover letters,
surveys labelled with suburb area, and reminder letters.11
Participants were encouraged to answer every question.
The instructions at the front of the survey stated, “Some
of the questions may sound the same. However, it will
help us greatly if you answer all questions”.
2

K
∑

k=1

pk f(xi ; πk ),

i = 1, ..., n,



where x is the observed binary data of missing (yes/no),
n is the total number of observations, p are the latent
group probabilities that sum to 1 and πk are the missing
probabilities in each group. A key question is the optimal
number of latent groups needed to capture the range of
missing patterns in the data (K in the above formula).
We chose the optimal number of latent groups using
the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) which makes
a trade-off between a good fit to the data and model
complexity.14 The models were fitted using the Rmixmod
package in the R software V.3.3.1 (code and data are
available at GitHub (https://github.com/agbarnett/
item.missing)).15 We tested groups sizes between 2 and
20 and chose the optimal number using the smallest BIC.
We discarded models which included any group with
fewer than 1% of participants, as such small groups were
considered too small to be meaningful.
To examine the differences between latent groups, we
plotted the mean estimated missing probability per question against question order as we believed that fewer questions would be missed at the start of the survey. Using the
equation notation the plotted mean is π̂j,k for question j
and group k. We used a kernel density smoother to illustrate
the average probability of missing by question order.16
We calculated the overall mean probability of item
missing in each latent group, using the below equation:

π̄k =

Q
∑

j=1

π̂j,k /Q,



where Q is the total number of questions. We also give the
range in each group. To ease comparisons in the tables
and plots, we numbered the latent groups using this
mean probability from lowest to highest. We also refer to
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the latent groups based on their mean overall probability,
such as ‘low missing’ and ‘high missing’.
We expected the characteristics of the participants to
vary by latent group, as a previous analysis of similar physical activity data found that individual characteristics, such
as gender, predicted the number of missing items.17 We
examined whether a participant’s age, gender and education predicted whether they would be in the latent group
with the least amount of missing. We used predictors at
the same wave (year 2011), but if these were missing then
we used the value from the previous wave with an adjustment for age (eg, age from 2009 plus 2 years). We fitted
this multiple logistic regression model using a Bayesian
paradigm and used WinBUGS V.1.4.318 and presented the
results as prevalence ratios.19 We used a burn-in of 5000
Monte Carlo Markov chain (MCMC) iterations followed
by a sample of 15 000 thinned by 3. The Bayesian multiple
logistic regression model is given below:
L(i) ∼ Bernoulli [p(i)], i = 1, ..., n,
logit [p(i)] = αXi ,
(prior distribution) αk ∼ Normal (0, 104 ), k = 1, ..., 11,

where L(i) is the binary dependent variable of being
in latent group 1 and X is an n×11 matrix of an intercept
and the predictors of gender, age and education which
has nine categories with the lowest educational level as
the reference category. To aid convergence of the MCMC
samples, we standardised age by subtracting 56 years (the
mean) and dividing by 10 years. A standard frequentist
logistic regression model could equally have been used.
We used the highest probability to assign each participant to their latent class, L(i). However, there could be
some uncertainty in this assignment as a participant may
have a relatively high probability for multiple groups. For
example, if there were five latent groups a participant
with a probability of 0.2 of being in each group would
reflect great uncertainty. To examine this issue, we used
summary statistics for the highest probability for all
participants.
We used logistic regression to examine whether the
amount of item missing in a survey predicted wave
missing for the next survey. Our hypothesis was that
greater item missing data would increase the probability
that a participant failed to complete the next wave. We
used the proportion of item missing in the 2007 survey
(wave 1) to predict the return of the 2009 survey (wave
2) and the proportion of item missing in the 2009 survey
(wave 2) to predict the return of the 2011 survey (wave 3).
We modelled these two waves using a generalised linear
mixed model with a random intercept per participant to
account for the non-independence of data from the same
participant.20 Participants who did not complete the 2009
survey were only included once.
The association between the proportion of item missing
data and missing the next wave could be non-linear, for
example, with a stronger effect at higher proportions.
To allow for a range of non-linear curves, we used the
Barnett AG, et al. BMJ Open 2017;7:e017284. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2017-017284

Table 1 Summary statistics on the percentage of missing
data for questions and participants
Unit of
analysis

N

First
Third
Min Q
Median Mean Q
Max

Question
286 0.24 1.04 1.40
Participant 6901 0.00 0.00 0.35

1.84
1.78

1.88
1.40

13.97
99.65

fractional polynomials approach to give interpretable
curves using the equation:
W(i, w) ∼ Bernoulli [p(i, w)],

i = 1, ..., N, w = 2, 3,

logit [p(i, w)] = β0 + β1 mPi,w−1 + γi ,
γi ∼ N(0, σγ2 ),

where W(i, w) is the binary dependent variable of wave
missing for participant i at wave w; mi,w−1 is the proportion
of item missing from the previous survey; γ is a random
intercept to control for repeated results from the same
participant and the power P is one of: –2, –1, –0.5, 0, 0.5,
1, 2, 3. For P=0 we use log(mi,w−1) in place of mPi,w−1. We
chose the best model (best P) as that with the smallest
deviance.21 To evaluate the best model, we computed the
overall goodness of fit statistic as compared with a model
that did not include the proportion of item missing from
the previous survey: logit [p(i)] = β0 + γi .
The model was fitted using the glmer function in the
lme4 library in R.20
Results
Summary statistics on the amounts of missing data by
participant and question are shown in table 1. The question with the least amount of missing data was “I live on
or near a main road or busy throughway for motor vehicles” with just 0.24% missing, followed by gender with
just 0.32% missing. The question with the most amount
of missing data was “Do you plan to use the Bike Hire
Scheme?”, with 13.97% missing. A small number of participants (0.1%) missed 82% or more of the questions.
The plot of the BIC for choosing the maximum number
of latent groups is shown in figure 1. The best model
(smallest BIC) is for a maximum latent group size of 14.
However, 7 of the 14 groups contained less than 1% of
the sample, with the smallest group having just 28 participants. We considered these groups to be too small to have
a meaningful interpretation. We therefore selected a
maximum group size of three as this was the smallest BIC
where all group sizes were above 1%. We examine smaller
latent groups in a sensitivity analysis below.
Missing pattern by question order
The estimated probabilities of missing for the three latent
groups are shown in figure 2. Group 1 had a low average
probability of missing of just 0.01 (range <0.0001 to 0.13)
and this was relatively constant throughout the survey
except for an unusually high probability of missing of
over 0.1 for two questions on bicycle use and a question
3
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Item missing predicting subsequent wave missing
There was a rising probability of wave missing with greater
item missing (figure 3), and this association was strongly
statistically significant (overall model fit χ2=66.2 (df=1),
p<0.0001). The best non-linear curve using fractional
polynomials was a square-root transformation (p=0.5).
The non-linear curve sharpens as the proportion tends
to 0, which likely reflects the increased diligence of those
participants who miss only a few questions.

Figure 1 Bayesian information criterion (BIC) for choosing
the maximum number of latent groups. Plotting symbols
show whether any latent group had fewer than 1% of
participants.

on sleeping hours on weekend days. Group 2 had an
average missing probability of 0.05 (range 0.002 to 0.45),
with a high missing probability of 0.30 for the set of 10
questions on days walking to places in the last month.
Group 3 had the highest average missing probability of
0.19 (range 0.03 to 0.35). In this group the probability of
missing increased from the start to around the middle of
the survey, with a reduction towards the end of the survey.
The numbers (percentages) in each group were 5726
(83%), 877 (13%) and 298 (4%).
Group characteristics
Age, gender and education were all strongly associated
with being in the ‘low missing’ latent group 1 (table 2).
Every 10-year increase in age reduced the probability of
being in the low missing group with a mean prevalence
ratio of 0.945 (95% CI 0.921 to 0.965), so older people
had generally more missing data. Women also had more
missing data as their prevalence ratio of being in the low
missing group was 0.940 (95% CI 0.910 to 0.969). Higher
levels of education were associated with fewer missing
items. Compared with the reference group with the least
amount of education, every other education group had a
mean prevalence ratio above 1, although for two groups
the 95% CIs included 1.
Ninety-nine per cent of participants had a maximum
probability of latent group membership above 0.99.
Hence uncertainty in latent group membership is unlikely
to be an issue.
4

Smaller latent group sizes
We initially used a minimum group size of 1%, but this
may hide small latent groups with interesting patterns of
missingness. We therefore plot the mean probabilities
of missing using the minimum BIC of 14 latent groups
(figure 4). The largest group was 4745 participants who
almost fully completed the questionnaire with a mean
missing probability of 0.003 (range 0.0001 to 0.11). The
next largest group had a similar pattern of missingness to
group 1, but with a higher mean missing probability 0.006
(range 0.0008 to 0.14).
Some of the groups had high probabilities of missing
to specific groups of questions, such as: group 3 for the
questions on number of days in the last month walking to
each of 10 specified places; group 4 for the questions on
12 long-term health conditions and group 11 for the 16
questions on attitudes about transport and 15 questions
on attitudinal barriers and motivations to physical activity.
Two other interesting patterns (both with less than 50
participants) were group 12 who generally completed
fewer questions with increasing question order and group
13 who—after the first 50 questions—generally completed
more questions with increasing question order.
Discussion
Mixture modelling identified three latent groups that
made logical sense as they represented excellent, good
and poor item completers. The average probability of
missing in the three groups was 0.01, 0.05 and 0.19. The
good news for the HABITAT study was that 83% of participants were excellent completers, with just 4% as poor
completers.
For the low missing group the question with the most
missing was: “On a usual 24 hour day, how many hours do
you spend sleeping on a weekend day?” (11.3% missing
in low missing group), and this was a clear outlier
compared with most of their other answers (figure 2).
The question as it appeared in the survey is shown in
figure 5, which shows how it was paired with a question
on sleeping hours during the week. It is possible that
people skipped the weekend question because their
answer was the same as the weekday answer. But as
this group had such low rates of item missing for the
rest of the survey there may have been some misunderstanding. Starting the question with ‘On a usual
24 hour day’ may have primed people to think about all
days. Alternatively it may be that the weekend numbers
Barnett AG, et al. BMJ Open 2017;7:e017284. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2017-017284
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Figure 2 Estimated mean probability of missing by question order (top row) and histogram of mean probabilities (bottom row)
for three latent groups. The black lines in the top row are the smoothed mean missing probability using a kernel smooth with a
manually chosen window size of 7 for group 1, 11 for group 2 and 23 for group 3. Panel headings show the latent group number
and sample per cent.

Table 2 Prevalence ratios and 95% CIs for the probability of being in latent group 1 with the lowest probability of missing
Per cent change

95% CI

p Value

0.945
0.940

0.921 to 0.965
0.910 to 0.969

<0.001
<0.001

 Year 10

1.066

1.014 to 1.125

0.010

 Year 11

1.064

0.991 to 1.138

0.088

Age (+10 years)
Gender=Female
Education

 Year 12

1.057

0.998 to 1.121

0.060

Certificate (trade/business)

1.077

1.023 to 1.139

0.002

Diploma/Associate degree

1.060

1.006 to 1.125

0.029

Bachelor degree

1.102

1.048 to 1.164

<0.001

Graduate diploma or Certificate
Postgraduate degree

1.069
1.099

1.009 to 1.133
1.041 to 1.167

0.021
<0.001

The reference group for education was 9 years or less (the lowest education level). Estimates from a Bayesian multiple logistic regression
model.
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Figure 3 Estimated mean probability of wave missing
dependent on the proportion of item missing from the
previous survey. The rug plot along the x-axis shows the
observed proportions of item missing.

looked like they were the minutes of the weekday question, even with the large ‘AND’, and so were left blank
because the participants were thinking of whole hours.
Another explanation is that most other questions in the
survey used one response per row. For example, just
above this question was a question on weight that had
the two options of kilograms or stone and pounds on
the same row. Changing the layout of this question to
have separate rows for weekend and weekday sleeping
could reduce missingness.
The question on usual sleeping hours on the weekend
was the most frequently missing across all questions
(12.7% missing over all participants), so this question
could have been identified as a problem using simple
percentages. However, the fact that it was so often missing
in the group that completed almost all the survey strongly
suggests that the number of missing responses could be
decreased.
For the middle missing group (group 2), there were
three questions with relatively high missing probabilities
(figure 2), these were: the questions on number of days
in the last month walking to each of 10 specified places
(30.4% missing), the questions on 12 long-term health
conditions, for example, diabetes (19.3% missing), and
the question on usual weekend sleeping hours (17.4%
missing).
The walking questions may have been poorly
completed because they asked about incidental
behaviour such as walking to cafés and restaurants,
which is an unstructured behaviour that may be hard
to recall. Participants may have found the count of
6

walking during the past month too difficult to attempt.
Responses required a written answer (compared with a
tick box), which may have been perceived as too burdensome. It is also possible that some people never walked
to particular places (such as the library), but failed to
write ‘zero’ as requested in the instructions. The lowest
number of missing answers was for the supermarket,
which arguably most people would need to visit, and the
highest missing was for work, which may not be applicable for retired respondents (see online supplementary
appendix). This suggests the need for clearer instructions about writing ‘zero’ rather than skipping the question, and possibly also including a ‘not applicable’ or
‘do not know’ response option.
The 12 questions on long-term health conditions had a
simple dichotomous response option (yes/no), but may
have had more missing data because they asked about
potentially sensitive issues such as depression. It is also
possible that people found it hard to answer because
conditions needed to have lasted for 6 months or more,
and this may be difficult to recall especially for conditions
that occurred some time ago or intermittently.
For the high missing group, the two least completed
questions were the set of 15 questions on barriers to and
motivations for physical activity (85.6% missing) and the
set of six questions on confidence to do physical activity in
the context of competing demands, for example, fatigue
(75.5% missing). These were in the middle section of the
survey that was most missed by this group (figure 2), and
hence it may be the questions’ placement rather than
content that was important. However, these questions also
require more insight and personal reflection compared
with other more factual questions (such as neighbourhood
features), and so some respondents may have been reluctant to take the extra time needed.
The average pattern in the high missing group of a rise
and fall in the probability of missing through the survey
(figure 2) could be because many participants completed
some questions at the start before losing interest and skipping to the end. For future survey waves, we could consider
sending this group a shorter survey22 or reordering the
survey to put the most important questions at the start or
end. However the current survey starts with some general
‘warm-up’ questions (asking people about their neighbourhood area) and putting more challenging questions first
may increase item and wave missing numbers.
The strong association between higher item missing
predicting future wave missing (figure 3) is not surprising
and could well be because people who partially completed
the survey were not engaged with the study and are also
likely to miss a wave. This association could be used when
trying to impute wave missing data, as we could choose
to give greater weight to the responses from partial
completers when using techniques such as inverse probability weighting.23 However, the obvious catch is that by definition these participants may also be missing the variables
of interest. This problem could be somewhat overcome by
putting the most important questions early in the survey.
Barnett AG, et al. BMJ Open 2017;7:e017284. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2017-017284
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Figure 4 Estimated mean probability of missing by question order for 14 latent groups. Panel headings show the latent group
number and sample size (total sample size=6901). Groups are ordered by size.

Figure 5 Two questions on sleeping (weekday and weekend day) as they appeared in the 2011 How Areas in Brisbane
Influence healTh And acTivity survey.

Related methods and extensions
Latent classes have previously been used to identify
patterns of wave missing in longitudinal data24 and to
identify participants who did not complete a question
because it was not relevant.25 Classification trees have
Barnett AG, et al. BMJ Open 2017;7:e017284. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2017-017284

been used to identify patterns in participant characteristics using the count of item missing per participant.26
An initial dimension reduction step may have been
useful, such as principal components analysis, to combine
questions with a similar pattern of missing.27 However, this
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may have combined questions with an interesting difference in the pattern of missing between two latent groups.
We originally used a Bayesian multinomial mixture model
that gave very similar results to those shown here as it also
selected a maximum of three latent groups (using the deviance information criterion) with similar patterns of missing
to those in figure 2. However, the Bayesian model did not
perform well in simulation studies with poor convergence
using multiple MCMC chains which too often found divergent
modes in the likelihood. This poor convergence occurred
because of the complexities of label switching and because
the model has hundreds of parameters.28 One advantage of
a Bayesian model was that a longitudinal structure could be
added and we were able to track patterns of item missing
over time in the same participants. The Rmixmod package
used here can only model cross-sectional data.
We could have given more structure to the latent classes,
for example, by making the participants’ latent class
membership dependent on variables such as gender using
multinomial regression. More structure would also be
provided by making the probability of missing dependent
on question order using a spline for each latent group.
Such structure could be included in a Bayesian model that
accounts for repeated data from the same participant if the
convergence issues could be addressed.
The methods shown here do not help identify data that
is missing not at random where the probability of missingness depends on the missing value. Our methods also do
not help adjust for the potential bias caused by missing data
and researchers need to use other methods for imputing
missing data or weighting observed data.4 8
Conclusion
Examining item missing data in detail has improved our
understanding of how missing data were generated in these
surveys. The latent groups were distinctly different and had
characteristics of non-responders that make sense to the
study team. Thinking about the types of responders will
help us improve the design or instructions of future surveys
and the wording and layout of questions. Our results also
highlighted a potentially poorly presented question that
could be changed in future surveys to hopefully produce
fewer missing responses.
Twitter aidybarnett
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